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01 | publication design

This A5 guide book is part of a student 
project. It is for individuals who enjoy 
stargazing. It includes information on the 
pattern, mythology and placement of 
twenty selected constellations.

Constellations are a group of stars forming 
a recognizable pattern that is traditionally 
named after its apparent form or identified 
with a mythological figure.
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Shapes in 
the night sky
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02 | type design

Chanel is a display typeface created as a 
part of a student project. The keywords 
used while creating the typeface are 
simplicity, elegance & comfort.

The type is made for the fashion brand 
known as Chanel. It is a French luxury 
fashion house that was founded by 
couturière Coco Chanel in 1910. It focuses 
on women’s ready-to-wear clothes, luxury 
goods and accessories.

Chanel display 
typeface
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Type Recipe width condensed

weight plain

contrast high

contrast type translation

construction roman

stroke ending straight, no serif



Construction

Alternatives

Font Weight

Regular

Bold

Pangram

The quick brown fox 
jumps over the lazy dog.
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Specimens

By application of this typeface some 
social media posts and a poster are 
made. Also, Coco Chanel’s inspiring and 
outspoken quotes are used.
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03 | app design

This app is created as a part of a student project 
done with my partner Prachi Shethji.

Archive app is a one-stop place for all tourists, 
museum lovers and history enthusiasts. The 
app features all the museums from across 
India. The user can look for various museums, 
read about their exhibits, events and other 
information and save them for future reference. 

It also act as a platform for the museums to 
promote themselves and alert the users for any 
kind of upcoming events.

Archive app



Information Architecture User Persona
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Style Guide
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04 | rebranding

This rebranding is part of a student project.
The keywords used while creating the 
design are Healthy, energetic & natural.

Alpino Health Foods aims to revolutionize 
the healthy food segment of India by 
providing healthy breakfast options that 
are authentically sourced & hygienically 
prepared that keep you energetic & 
refreshing throughout the day.

Packaging Render done by Muhil V.

Alpino health 
foods



Label, pattern and packagingLabel, pattern and packaging
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Label, pattern and packaging

Posters
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05 | digital illustration and animation
A set of two digital paintings of ceramic pots 
in a still-life setting done from references.

A set of two underwater-based illustrations 
characterizing Kelp, a leafy sea dragon.

Practice & 
concept art
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Short animated GIF is created by 36 frame by 
frame 2d illustrations. Some of the frames are 
included in this project.

The animation consists of four Koi fish. Two 
of them float back and forth in the centre, 
while the other two enters the frame one 
after the other and exists with a U turn. Also, 
the movement of the water is shown with the 
floating froth collected by the rock.

Scan to watch the animation
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06 | cover design
IPSUM. is an Institute of Design’s student-
created newsletter. 

An illustration for one of the main articles, 
‘The Great Wave,’ and the illustration of the 
cover and back is created for the upcoming 
9th Issue that is themed Japan.

IPSUM.
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Illustration for the article ‘The Great Wave’ 
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